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Its a very simplistic view, but at least
from the extent that I look at it, theres no
reason why the university cant prevent
the same poor employment outcome by
restricting the habbits of students. [] And
so universities have had a choice to
make. Theyve had a choice to say, We
can allow our students to use alcohol or
alcohol and football, or we can allow
students to use alcohol and football and
we can protect students from drinking too
much and there will be punishment for
them if they drink too much. [] face2face
b1 to b2 cambridge pdf down load The
question is does that performance
disadvantage, when compared to a
typical student who doesn t use alcohol,
affect the students grades? [] And so,
here was the crux of the University of
Wisconsin s position. In certain
circumstances, there was a lack of
discernible difference between the ability
of a student who used alcohol and the
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ability of a student who didnt use alcohol.
[] And so, in other words, there was
enough difference between the two
groups to eliminate the discriminatory
effect of restricting the drinking in
university of Wisconsin at Madison. Now,
if you look at the other columns that we
showed in the chart above, youll notice
that these columns are proportionately
similar. Because you cant attribute
college performance to a college, [] to the
level of restrictive policies on alcohol. []
And what it implies is that there are other
factors. And those factors could, for
example, be the institution of higher
education, or at least the kind of
institution that a student attends. [] And
the result was that when students were
asked whether they would rather take
another course or go to a university
where drinking was prohibited, the
students preferred a university that
prohibited drinking. [] face2face b1 to b2
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cambridge pdf down load The bottom line
is, even though there is a lower
percentage of college students who
report attending an institution that
prohibits drinking, its still the case that its
students, if there are any, who choose to
go to a university, where theres a
prohibition, [] who have much higher
rates of alcohol abuse.
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